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Assessment of small hepatocellular carcinoma:
perfusion quantification and time-concentration
curve evaluation using color-coded and
quantitative digital subtraction angiography
Chien-Wei Chen, MDa,b,c, Li-Sheng Hsu, MDa,b,d,∗, Jun-Cheng Weng, PhDe,f, Hsu-Huei Weng, MD, PhDa,b,
Yu-Ling Ye, MSa,b, Sheng-Lung Hsu, MDa,b, Wei-Ming Lin, MDa,b

Abstract
To explore the role of quantitative digital subtraction angiography (QDSA) in the diagnosis of small hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
Between November 2015 and November 2017, all patients who underwent chemoembolization for HCC were retrospectively

reviewed. Patients with tumors measuring more than 5cm or evident post-processing imaging artifacts were excluded. Images were
post-processed using the QDSA technique. Regions of interest were manually drawn on proper hepatic artery (as a reference), target
HCC and peritumoral liver. Time-concentration curves and flow parameters of the peak ratio, subtracted time-to-peak (TTP), and
area under the curve (AUC) ratio was obtained and analyzed.
A total of 146 HCCs (mean diameter, 1.6cm) of 71 cirrhotic patients (54 men, 17 women; mean age, 67.7 years) were enrolled.

Compared with liver parenchyma, HCCs showed an increased and more rapid flow (peak ratio, AUC ratio, subtracted TTP, and
wash-in slope; all P<.001). Compared with untreated HCCs, chemoembolized HCCs showed a slower flow (subtracted TTP and
wash-in slope, P= .004 and .002, respectively). HCCs with a typical enhancement pattern on computed tomography (CT) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) had a trend toward Type III (washout pattern) time-concentration curves (P<.001).
Chemoembolized HCCs had a trend toward Type II (plateau pattern) time-concentration curves (P= .005).
QDSA technology can be used to quantify perfusion measurements of HCC and hepatic parenchyma and to assess perfusion

changes after HCC chemoembolization.

Abbreviations: AUC = area under the curve, CT = computed tomography, DSA = digital subtraction angiography, HCC =
hepatocellular carcinoma, MRI =magnetic resonance imaging, QDSA = quantitative digital subtraction angiography, ROI = region of
interest, TACE = transarterial chemoembolization, TTP = time-to-peak.

Keywords: hemodynamics, hepatocellular carcinoma, liver cirrhosis, perfusion, quantitative digital subtraction angiography,
transarterial chemoembolization
1. Introduction

Recent advances in diagnostic technology have allowed the
detection of malignant lesions at an earlier stage. Although
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surgery is considered the optimal management strategy for
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), curative resection is contra-
indicated in the care of many patients owing to the poor residual
liver function caused by coexisting cirrhosis.[1] Transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) that targets localized small HCC
lesions is an option for managing unresectable HCC in patients
with advanced cirrhosis.[2] Furthermore, superselective TACE for
localized small lesions has a better outcome than whole-liver or
lobar TACE, since the therapeutic agent is delivered directly to
the target lesions while the embolization of non-targeted normal
parenchyma is minimized.[3] However, conventional digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) sometimes does not depict small
lesions due to cirrhosis-induced irregular enhancement of the
background parenchyma. Therefore, the success of TACE in
small HCC depends largely on target lesions previously identified
with imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Recent studies using perfusion CT and MRI have shown

potential for quantifying the perfusion of the malignancy and for
monitoring the treatment response. However, these tools lack
real-time information during TACE.[4,5] C-arm CT has been used
to identify HCC and its feeding artery during TACE as well as
angiographically occult HCC, with the limitations of a small field
of view, additional radiation exposure, and use of a contrast
medium.[6] Color-coded and quantitative digital subtraction
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angiography (QDSA) is a technique that uses the syngo iFlow
(Siemens, Munich, Germany) software to post-process the data,
utilizing all of the images in a given DSA sequence to generate a
color map that displays the maximum opacification time and
provides time-intensity curves and quantitative flow measure-
ments for a given point or region of interest (ROI).[7]

Color-coded QDSA with whole-liver coverage enables quanti-
tative monitoring of the target lesion without the need for
additional contrast medium or radiation dosages. While some
QDSA studies have been published, no such study has quantified
HCCs in comparison with the background cirrhotic liver.[7–9]

The purpose of this studywas to report our early experience using
color-coded QDSA for perfusion quantification and time-
intensity curve evaluation of HCCs, as well as the background
cirrhotic liver.
2. Methods

2.1. Patients

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was attained for this
retrospective study and written informed consents were waived
by the IRB. We conducted a retrospective review of all patients
who underwent TACE for HCC at our hospital from November
2015 to November 2017. Patients with lack of whole-liver
coverage angiogram before TACE, evident artifacts on the post-
processed images or large tumors measuringmore than 5cmwere
excluded. The diagnosis of HCC was confirmed on the basis of
the following: previous contrast-enhanced CT or MRI findings,
elevated alpha-fetoprotein level, histologic proof or follow-up CT
after TACE showing retention of the embolized fragment.
2.2. Angiographic procedures and imaging protocel

All angiographic procedures were performed by 1 of 3
interventionists with 5–11 years of experience. Procedures were
performedwith anArtis Zee Biplane angiographic system (VC14,
Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). An angiocatheter (4-French
RC1 catheter; Terumo, Tokyo, Japan) was placed in the celiac
Figure 1. Five regions of interest [ROIs; 1 on the proper hepatic artery as a referenc
average measurements] were manually drawn. Time-concentration curves were ob
and AUC ratio. AUC=area under the curve, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma, RO
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trunk via a right femoral arterial approach using the Seldinger
technique. The imaging parameters were 4 frames per second for
12seconds. Then, 16mL of contrast medium (340mg I/mL) was
administered for 4seconds using a power injector for all subjects.
DSA images were acquired in anteroposterior projection.
2.3. Image post-processing and perfusion parameters

All of the DSA images were collected and color-coded using the
post-processing software syngo iFlow (Siemens, Munich,
Germany), which provides a single image that shows the dynamic
movement of the contrast medium through the vessels in color
(color-coded single image) for each image pixel. Colors represent
early to late contrast flowwithin a sequence; therefore, the time of
the DSA sequence is configurable and can be quantified. Five
ROIs (1 on the proper hepatic artery as a reference, 2 on the target
HCC, and the other 2 on the peritumoral liver parenchyma for
averagemeasurements) were manually drawn by 1 observer, with
2 years of experience as a radiologist, using the minimum caliber
(mean, 8.36 mm2) of the selected vessel as the uniform size of the
round ROIs (Fig. 1). Time-concentration curves were obtained
for each ROI and divided into 3 types (Fig. 2): Type I curve with a
progressive pattern, Type II curve with a plateau pattern, and
Type III curve with a washout pattern. The starting time (mean,
1.86sec) was set as the initial opacification of the vessel. We
extracted 3 parameters:
(1)
e, 2
tain
I= r
the peak ratio (peak attenuation of the selected ROI in
comparison with the reference),
the time-to-peak (TTP) attenuation after injection of the
(2)

contrast medium, and
the area under the curve (AUC) ratio of the selected ROI in
(3)

comparison with the reference.

The subtraction method was then used to correct the TTP
values (subtracted TTP=TTP of the selected ROI minus TTP of
the reference ROI) because the TTP is affected by the distance
between the defined ROI and the contrast injection site. The
wash-in slope was calculated as the peak enhancement divided by
the subtracted TTP.
on the target HCC, and the other 2 on the peritumoral liver parenchyma for
ed for each ROI, along with 3 parameters: the peak ratio, TTP attenuation,
egions of interest, TTP= time-to-peak.



Figure 2. Time-concentration curves were obtained for each ROI and divided into 3 types. The Type I curve (progressive pattern) shows slowly progressive
enhancement over time. The Type II curve (plateau pattern) shows relatively rapid enhancement followed by the plateau phase. The Type III curve (washout pattern)
shows rapid enhancement followed by the early washout pattern. In this case, cirrhotic liver parenchyma showed a Type I curve and the HCC showed a Type III
curve. Angiography also showed a hypervascular lesion in segment 6, which had a Type II curve. Arterioportal shunt was suspected because the follow-up images
showed no retention of the embolized fragment after transarterial chemoembolization. HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma.

Table 1

Baseline characteristics of 146 hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
lesions in 71 patients.

Characteristic Value
patients n=71

Age, year 67.7±10.1 (42–90)
Sex
Male 54 (76.1%)
Female 17 (23.9%)

Liver cirrhosis 69 (97.2%)
HBV carrier only 4 (5.6%)
HCV carrier only 50 (70.4%)
HCV carrier & alcohol abuse 4 (5.6%)
Dual HBV & HCV carrier 8 (11.3%)
Idiopathic (non-B, non-C) 5 (7%)

Child-Pugh class
Class A 54 (76.1%)
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2.4. Statistical analysis

The estimated parameters of the peak ratio, subtracted TTP,
AUC ratio, wash-in slope, and curve type were compared
between the HCC and the surrounding cirrhotic liver using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test because the parameters did not follow
a normal distribution. The estimated parameters of untreated
HCCs were compared with those of treated HCCs after
chemoembolization using the Mann–Whitney U test. Cross-
tabulation analysis was used to compare the relationship between
the curve type and imaging diagnosis, as well as the clinical
course. Chi-Square test was used to determine whether there was
a significant association between the 2 variables. The Cochran-
Armitage (CA) trend test was then used to test whether there was
a trend toward an association between the 2 variables.
Class B 14 (19.7%)
Class C 3 (4.2%)

HCC Lesions n=146

Lesion size, mm
in CT/MRI 16.3±8.5 (5.2–47.1)
in Angiography 18.4±8.3 (6.3–46.1)
Portal vein thrombosis 8 (5.5%)

Imaging diagnosis
∗

Typical HCC 95 (65.1%)
Atypical HCC 51 (34.9%)

Clinical course†

Untreated HCC 40 (27.4%)
Treated HCC 106 (72.6%)

Note-Value are expressed as Mean±Standard Deviation (Range), or Number (Percentage).
CT= computed tomography, HBV= hepatitis B, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma, MRI=magnetic
resonance imaging.
∗
Imaging diagnosis was based on contrast-enhanced CT or MRI before TACE procedure.

† A total of 106 treated HCCs in 49 patients, who underwent chemoembolization before.
3. Results

A total of 93 patients underwent TACE for HCCs were reviewed.
Twenty-seven patients were excluded: 17 patients with lack of
whole-liver coveraged angiogram before TACE, 6 patients with
evident artifacts on the post-processed images, and 4 patients
HCCs measuring more than 5cm. The study enrolled 146 HCCs
(mean diameter, 16.3mm; range: 5.2–47.1mm) of 71 patients
(54 men, 17 women; mean age, 67.7 years; range: 42–90 years).
All of the HCCs were confirmed by imaging studies (33 patients
with contrast-enhanced CT and 38 patients with contrast-
enhanced MRI) before the TACE procedure. There were 95
typical HCCs (early enhancement with rapid washout) and 51
atypical HCCs (later enhancement without typical washout)
based on the CT orMRI imaging findings. Of the total number of
HCCs, there were 106 treated HCCs in 49 patients who had
previously undergone chemoembolization. Table 1 provides a
3
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Table 2

Estimated parameters of HCCs and of surrounding cirrhotic liver, measured with quantitative digital subtraction angiography (QDSA)
technique.

Peak ratio Subtracted TTP AUC ratio Wash-in slope

Adjacent Liver Parenchyma 0.31±0.17 5.98±1.86 0.22±0.18 0.05±0.03
All HCCs (n=146) 0.59±0.25 4.22±1.63 0.48±0.24 0.17±0.15
Untreated HCCs (n=40) 0.59±0.17 3.59±1.25 0.47±0.21 0.18±0.07
Treated HCCs (n=106) 0.59±0.27 4.46±1.69 0.48±0.25 0.17±0.17

P value

All HCCs vs Liver
∗

<.001‡ <.001‡ <.001‡ <.001‡

Untreated HCCs vs Liver
∗

<.001‡ .001‡ <.001‡ <.001‡

Treated HCCs vs Liver
∗

<.001‡ <.001‡ <.001‡ <.001‡

Untreated HCCs vs Treated HCCs† 0.229 0.004‡ 0.539 0.002‡

Note-All values except P values are expressed as Mean±Standard Deviation.
AUC= area under the curve, TTP= time-to-peak, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma.
∗
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test.

†Mann–Whitney U test.
‡ If the difference reached statistical significance (P<.05).
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summary of the baseline characteristics of the patients and HCC
lesions.
When compared with the liver parenchyma, HCCs showed an

increased and more rapid flow (peak ratio, AUC ratio, TTP, and
wash-in slope; all P< .001). Subanalysis of the untreated and
treated HCCs, in comparison with the liver parenchyma, also
showed similar results. Compared with untreated HCCs,
chemoembolized HCCs showed a slower flow (subtracted TTP
and wash-in slope, P= .004 and .002, respectively). Table 2
shows details of the estimated parameters of the HCCs and the
surrounding cirrhotic liver, measured using the QDSA technique.
The ROIs of the liver showed an almost Type I (progressive

pattern; 96.6%) time-concentration curve. In contrast, the ROIs
of the HCCs tended to show Type III (washout pattern; 48.6%)
and Type II (plateau pattern; 44.5%) curves. HCCs with a typical
enhancement pattern on CT orMRI showed a trend toward Type
III curves (P< .001). Chemoembolized HCCs had a trend toward
Type II (plateau pattern) time-concentration curves (P= .005).
Results of the cross tabulation analysis of the time-concentration
curves and selective ROIs are presented in Table 3.
4. Discussion

Angiogenesis is critical for the progression of HCC. Although it is
well known that HCC receives an exclusively arterial blood
supply, the majority of well-differentiated HCCs of indistinctly
nodular type (early HCCs) receive portal blood supply in
Table 3

Cross-tabulation of the time-concentration curves and the selective

type I curve (progressive pattern) type II curve (platea

Adjacent Liver Parenchyma 141 (96.6%) 5 (3.4%)
All HCCs (n=146) 10 (6.8%) 65 (44.5%)
Typical HCC 0 28 (29.5%)
Atypical HCC 10 (19.6%) 37 (72.5%)
Untreated HCC 0 14 (35%)
Treated HCC 10 (6.8%) 65 (44.5%)

Note-Values are expressed as Number.
AUC= area under the curve, TTP= time-to-peak, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma.
∗
Chi-Square test was used to determine whether there is a significant association between the 2 varia

† Cochran–Armitage (CA) trend test was used to test where there is a trend association between the 2

4

addition to the arterial blood supply because they contain portal
tracts within the tumor. Many of the small HCCs of indistinctly
nodular type show hypovascularity on contrast-enhanced
images. Unpaired arteries are sporadic in dysplastic but increased
in progressed HCC. Small HCCs of the distinctly nodular type
and all of the moderately differentiated HCCs are hypervascular
and show “wash-out ”on contrast-enhanced images.[10] The
abundant arterial perfusion prompts the use of TACE and
molecular targeted therapies,[11] and evidence from randomized-
controlled clinical trials shows that TACE improves survival in
HCC patients.[12] This study confirmed that the arterial flow was
increased, and more rapid, in HCC in comparison with cirrhotic
liver parenchyma. In addition, this study revealed that chemo-
embolized HCCs exhibited slower enhancement (wash-in slope
and subtracted TTP) in comparison with untreated HCCs. This is
similar to the result of Bachir et al, who reported dynamic
contrast-enhanced MRI for the perfusion quantification of
HCC.[5] The difference between untreated HCC and chemo-
embolized HCC may be due to variable angiogenesis and tumor
response to TACE. We thus believe that QDSA provides a useful
characterization of angiogenic activity and of HCC response to
TACE.
Pathologic angiogenesis appears to be intrinsically associated

with the fibrogenic progression of chronic liver diseases, which
eventually leads to the development of cirrhosis and related
complications, including HCC.[13] However, it may be difficult to
distinguish between HCC and atypical hepatocellular neoplasm
regions of interest (ROIs), measured with QDSA technique.

u pattern) type III curve (washout pattern) Chi-Square test
∗

CA trend test†

0
71 (48.6%)
67 (70.5%) P<.001 P<.001
4 (7.8%)
26 (65%) P= .019 P= .005
71 (48.6%)

bles.
variables.
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with peliosis in cirrhotic liver. Peliosis hepatis is a rare tumor-
like lesion that composed of multiple blood-filled cavities that are
difficult to distinguish from other hepatic lesions unless examined
by biopsy.[15,16] Imaging characteristic of peliosis hepatis is
arterial enhancement without rapid washout,[16] which may be
similar to type II (plateau pattern) time-concentration curve in
QDSA. In contrast, the HCC tended to show Type III (washout
pattern) time-concentration curve. However, this should be
verified in a prospective independent study with both QDSA and
pathologic correlation.
In the present study, the QDSA technique provided not only

quantitative measurements but also time-concentration curves
for each selected ROI; the curves were divided into 3 types
(Fig. 2), as detailed above. Cirrhotic liver parenchyma presented
slowly progressive enhancement over time (Type I curve, 96.6%).
In contrast, HCCs tended to show rapid enhancement followed
by an early washout pattern (Type III curve, 49.3%) or plateau
pattern (Type II curve, 48.6%). These results were in accordance
with the diagnostic features of HCC on multiphasic CT or MRI,
that is, arterial phase hyperenhancement followed by a portal
venous or delayed phase washout appearance.[17,18] The
pathophysiological basis for arterial phase hyperenhancement
in HCC is well understood, that is, the intranodular arterial
supply increases during hepatocarcinogenesis.[19] The mecha-
nisms underlying the washout appearance in HCC are likely
informed by several factors, including early venous drainage of
the contrast material from the tumor (true washout), progressive
enhancement of the background liver (due to the retention of
contrast material within the fibrotic parenchyma), and a reduced
intranodular portal venous blood supply.[20] In this study,
chemoembolized HCCs showed a marginal trend toward
hyperenhancement followed by the plateau pattern rather than
the washout pattern. The trend toward the plateau pattern can
also be explained by a compensatory increase in portal flow after
chemoembolization.[5] On conventional DSA, local recurrent
HCCs after TACE usually shows obvious tumor staining and
necrotic HCC portions showed no tumor staining. This is simple
but useful information to judge local tumor recurrence by DSA.
The QDSA technique provides a method for extracting more
objective quantitative information compared with subjective,
qualitative evaluations involving the accumulation of contrast
medium during standard DSA. However, this should be verified
in an independent prospective study.
The use of the QDSA technique confers several advantages.

First, a single field of view, with whole-liver coverage using a
single injection of a contrast medium, has been found to be
sufficient for post-processing using the QDSA technique. Second,
the QDSA technique does not require additional X-ray exposure
because DSA acquisition can generate color-coded images and
obtain quantitative information. Third, QDSA is a real-time
technique. Color-coded images with quantitative measurements
are obtained immediately after acquiring the DSA series. Fourth,
with QDSA, hemodynamic conditions and changes can be
analyzed quantitatively using flow parameters and time-concen-
tration curves.
One of the major limitations of the study is the lack of

comparison with metastases or other kind of hepatic neoplasms.
In our institution, the diagnosis of most liver tumors is nearly
exclusively based on non-invasive imaging modalities, such as
ultrasonography, CT, MRI, and molecular imaging. Retrospec-
tive data collection for hepatic metastasis is difficult because
angiography is not a preliminary diagnostic tool and subsequent
TACE is not commonly used to treat hepatic metastasis.
5

Although TACE is also used for metastatic lesions in selective
cases,[21] it is rarely used to treat hepatic metastases in our
institution. To prove the efficacy of this technique, we should
conduct prospective studies in the future to assess the character-
istics of various liver tumors, including liver metastases. Second,
all enrolled lesions are based on non-invasive criteria for HCC
diagnosis, represented by the detection of contrast enhancement
with dynamic CT or MR imaging.[22] Pathologic diagnosis was
not included in the study and the classification (typical vs.
atypical HCC) is histologically improper and probably incorrect.
The third limitation of the QDSA technique is that creation of
ROI on the DSA image is required to analyze perfusion
quantification of target lesions by the Syngo iFlow. Selection
of ROI should be avoided over radiopaque object (e.g., retained
embolic fragment) or overlapping vessels, as it will cause
distortion of measurement result. Therefore, this technique is
not suitable for use in patients who are unable to hold their
breath. Second, all parameters except the TTP are comparative
values (referenced to the Ref-ROI), and thus the absolute blood
flow and volume cannot be measured. It is necessary to set a Ref-
ROI to calculate the peak and AUC of 1 particular ROI, and the
selection of other ROIs also requires strict standardization. A
change in the position of the Ref-ROI may affect most of the
measurements of the other ROIs. Third, the study cohort was
relatively small, which reduces the power to detect meaningful
differences between groups. Furthermore, the results of our study
were analyzed retrospectively and were not correlated with the
long-term clinical outcome. The QDSA technique should be
verified in prospective independent studies with long-term
follow-up.
In conclusion, color-coding QDSA is a real-time, sensitive,

quantitative technique that allows for further hemodynamic
evaluation without the requirement additional contrast medium
or radiation dosages; however, its full potential remains to be
clarified.
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